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ABSTRACT
This paper studies properties of a Renormalization Operator for
potentials in symbolic dynamics. These operators first appeared in [1]
and the link with substitutions was done in [3]. Their fixed points are
natural candidates to have pathologic behavior such as phase transi-
tions. If R is such an operator, we study the convergence of Rn(ϕ) to
the non-nul fixed point.
We define the family of marked substitutions, which contains the
Thue-Morse substitution, and show that the associated renormaliza-
tion operators on potentials admits a unique non-nul continuous fixed
point. Then, we show that Rn(ϕ) converges to the fixed point as soon
as ϕ has the right germ close to K.
Keywords: thermodynamic formalism, substitutions, renormaliza-
tion, grounds states, quasi-crystals.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
This paper studies Thermodynamic Formalism with “pathologic” behaviors.
More precisely it carries out the investigations of renormalization for poten-
tials for symbolic dynamics and its links with substitutions, subject tackled
in [1, 3].
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We remind that the Thermodynamic Formalism has been introduced in
the 70’s for the Uniformly Hyperbolic Dynamical Systems, mainly by Sinai,
Ruelle and Bowen (see [19, 17, 2]). A variational Principle is associated to a
function called a potential and allows to singularize an invariant probability
called equilibrium state. Then, the system is studied with respect to this
invariant measure.
Since the 80’s, it has been a big challenge to extend the Thermodynamic
Formalism to systems with weaker hyperbolicity. In spirit, it is expected, on
the one hand to get existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium state and
on the other hand that the pressure function associated to that potential is
analytic. We point out that this challenge is still not yet completed.
On the other hand, and for several years now, researches has been done
in a transversal direction: the idea is to benefit the weaker hyperbolicity to
exhibit behaviors that cannot occur for the uniformly hyperbolic systems
(see e.g. [6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18]). This is what we refer to pathologic behav-
iors. The main historical examples are the Manneville-Pomeau case and the
Hofbauer potential which both exhibit a phase transition (see [15, 9]).
Actually, the consequence of Ruelle’s Theorem is that one needs to re-
lease conditions on the hyperbolicity of the system or on the regularity for
the potential, to exhibit systems with pathologic behaviors. Indeed, the
Manneville-Pomeau case deals with non-uniform expansivity and the Hof-
bauer Potential is non-Ho¨lder continuous.
One of the main results in [1] is to make a connection between these
two historical examples. This shows that the two ways to exhibit pathologic
behaviors are not necessarily disconnected. The connection comes from a
renormalization operator defined on potentials. It was shown that for the
Manneville-Pomeau map f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] the natural potential (namely
− log f ′) is a fixed point for this renormalization operator. As the dynamics
of f is congugate to the 2-full shift, it was proved that the Hofbauer potential
actually was the fixed point for the natural renormalization operator for
potential in the symbolic dynamics.
Later, it was shown in [3] that renormalization operators for potentials
were a way to exhibit non-uniformly expanding maps with a more compli-
cated set of singular points than for the Manneville-Pomeau example, and
still with phase transition for the natural potential. This was done only for
the Thue-Morse substitution but this has been the starting point to make a
link between renormalization for potentials and substitutions.
The present paper proves a general statement in the study of fixed point
for renormalization for potentials associated to substitutions, instead of the
study of one example as in [3]. We define the class of marked substitutions.
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Roughly speaking it means that if a is a digit and H the substitution, it
is sufficient to know the first1 or the last2 letter of H(a) to know what a
is. Clearly, the Thue-Morse substitution which is defined by H(0) = 01 and
H(1) = 10 is left and right marked. In this paper, it is proved that for
left and right marked substitutions, the renormalization operator R admits
a unique continuous and non-nul fixed point. Conditions on the potentials
ϕ are given to insure that Rn(ϕ) converges to the fixed point. We point
out that after that the first version of this work has been announced, J.
Emme managed to get a similar result for the k-bonacci case, which are
right-marked but not left-marked substitutions (see [8]).
Finally, we highlight that beyond participating to the inquires to ex-
hibit potentials with pathologic behaviors, the problem of renormalization
for potentials with respect to substitutions has shown a new way to study
substitutions, that is from outside instead of from inside. Substitutions are
quasi-periodic systems. They have zero entropy and are not chaotic in the
sense that the past almost predicts the future. The unique small chaotic
behaviors occur at left or right or bi-special words. These are properties on
the language of the substitution, and this is what from inside means. The
point is that the small chaotic behaviors from inside generate accidents3
outside which may disturb how the sequence Rn(ϕ) converges to the fixed
point. It turns out (see Prop. 3.7) that if the substitution is marked, then
the accidents occur at fixed moments that are all obtained by a rescaling
procedure and finally do not disturb the convergence.
1.2 Results
Let A be a finite set called the alphabet with cardinality D ≥ 2. Elements
of A are called letters or digits. A word is a finite or infinite string of digits.
If v is the finite word v = v0 . . . vn−1 then n is called the length of the word
v and is denoted by |v|. The set of all finite words over A is denoted by A∗.
If u = u0 . . . un−1 is a finite word and v = v0 . . . is a word, the concate-
nation uv is the new word u0 . . . un−1v0 . . .. If v is a finite word, v
n denotes
the concatenated word
vn = v . . . v︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
If u = u0 . . . un−1 is a word, a prefix of u is any factor u0 . . . uj with
j ≤ n−1. A suffix of u is any word of the form uj . . . un−1 with 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1.
1left marked
2right marked
3See below the exact definition.
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The shift map is the map defined on AN by σ(u) = v with vn = un+1
for all integer n. We endow A with the discrete topology and consider the
product topology on AN. This topology is compatible with the distance d
on AN defined by
d(x, y) =
1
Dn
if n = min{i ≥ 0, xi 6= yi}.
Definition 1.1. An infinite word u is said to be periodic (for σ) if it is the
infinite concatenation of a finite word v, that is u = vvvv . . . In that case
we set u = v∞.
A substitution H is a map from an alphabet A to the set A∗ \ {ǫ} of
nonempty finite words on A. It extends to a morphism of A∗ by concatena-
tion, that is H(uv) = H(u)H(v).
Several basic notions on substitutions are recalled in Section 2. We also
refer to [16]. We recall here the notions we need to state our results.
Definition 1.2. If H is a substitution, its incidence matrix is the D ×D
matrix MH with entries aij where aij is the number of j’s in H(i). Then,
H is said to be primitive if all entries of MkH are positive for some k ≥ 1.
A k-periodic point of H is an infinite word u with Hk(u) = u for some
k > 0. If k = 1 the point is said to be fixed. Then, H is said to be aperiodic
if no fixed point for H is a periodic sequence for σ.
We point out an equivalent definition for being primitive. The substi-
tution H is primitive if and only if there exists an integer k such that for
every couple of letters (i, j), j appears in Hk(i).
Let H be a substitution over the alphabet A, and a be a letter such that
H(a) begins with a and |H(a)| ≥ 2. Then there exists a fixed point u of
H beginning with a (see [16, 1.2.6]). This infinite word is the limit of the
sequence of finite words Hn(a). Assume that ω is a fixed point for H, then
we set
K := {σn(ω), n ∈ N}.
If H is a primitive substitution, then K does not depend on the fixed point
ω. It is called the subshift associated to the substitution. If H is aperiodic,
then K is uniquely ergodic but not reduced to a σ-periodic orbit. In that
case, the unique σ-invariant probability is denoted by µK
We recall that the language of a primitive substitution is the set of finite
words which appear in a fixed point. It is denoted by LH .
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Definition 1.3. A substitution is said to be 2-full if any word of length 2 in
A∗ belongs to the language of the substitution. A substitution is said to be
marked if the set of the first (and last) letters of the images of the letters
by the substitution is in bijection with the alphabet.
Definition 1.4. Let n be a positive integer. For x ∈ AN of the form x =
a . . . and for a primitive, 2-full and marked substitution H, we set tn(x) =
|Hn(a)|.
Let us define R by:
R : C(AN,R) → C(AN,R)
ϕ(x) 7→ R(ϕ)(x) =
t1(x)−1∑
i=0
ϕ ◦ σi ◦H(x)
(1)
Then we have:
Theorem 1. Let H be a 2-full, marked, aperiodic and primitive substitution,
then there exists U : AN → R continuous such that R(U) = U .
Consider a map ϕ : AN → R such that ϕ|K ≡ 0 and ϕ(x) =
g(x)
pα
+ h(x)
pα
if
d(x,K) = D−p, where g is a continuous positive function and h is continuous
and satisfies h|K ≡ 0.
Then, for every x in AN we have
lim
m→+∞
Rmϕ(x) =

0 if α > 1,
+∞ if α < 1,∫
g dµK. U(x) if α = 1.
Remark 1. The expression of U is explicit for a given substitution. It will
be explained during the proof, and in Section 4.
In the following, we denote by Ξα the set of potentials V = −ϕ of the
form ϕ(x) = g(x)
pα
+ h(x)
pα
as in Theorem 1.
We emphasize that the Thue-Morse substitution is 2-full, marked, ape-
riodic and primitive. Therefore, Theorem 1 improves [3] where only the
Cesaro-convergence was proved.
1.3 Outline of the paper
First of all in Section 2 we recall some classical definitions and results on
substitutions and symbolic dynamics. The last part of this section is devoted
to some background on the notion of accidents, defined in [3].
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Then in Section 3 we prove Theorem 1. The proof is decomposed in
several parts. We obtain a formula for Rmϕ in Lemma 3.1. To study the
convergence of this term we need to get good estimates for δni (x) (defined in
Subsection 2.3) for i < tn(x) and for any x /∈ K. This is done in Corollary
3.8. Finally we compute the limit in two steps: one for the simplest case
g ≡ 1 and one for the general case, see Subsection 3.4.3.
In Section 4 we give a concrete proof of Theorem 1 for the example of
the Thue-Morse subshift.
2 More definitions and tools
2.1 Words, languages and special words
For this paragraph we refer to [16].
Definition 2.1. A word v = v0 . . . vr−1 is said to occur at position m in an
infinite word u if there exists an integer m such that for all i ∈ [0; r − 1] we
have um+i = vi. We say that the word v is a factor of u.
For an infinite word u, the language of u (respectively the language of
length n) is the set of all words (respectively all words of length n) in A∗
which appear in u. We denote it by L(u) (respectively Ln(u)). Then, the
sequence of finite languages (Ln(u))n∈N is said to be the factorial language
for L(u).
Definition 2.2. [7, Sec7]. The dynamical system associated to an infi-
nite word u is the system (Ku, σ) where σ is the shift map and Ku =
{σn(u), n ∈ N}. An infinite word u is said to be recurrent if every factor
of u occurs infinitely often.
Remark that u is recurrent is equivalent to the fact that σ is onto on
Ku. Moreover we have equivalence between ω ∈ Ku and Lω ⊂ Lu. Thus the
language of Ku is equal to the language of u.
Definition 2.3. Let L = (Ln)n∈N be a factorial and extendable language.
The complexity function p : N → N is the function defined by p(n) :=
card(Ln). For v ∈ Ln let us define
ml(v) = card{a ∈ A, av ∈ Ln+1},
mr(v) = card{b ∈ A, vb ∈ Ln+1},
mb(v) = card{(a, b) ∈ A
2, avb ∈ Ln+2},
i(v) = mb(v)−mr(v)−ml(v) + 1.
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• A word v is called right special if mr(v) ≥ 2.
• A word v is called left special if ml(v) ≥ 2.
• A word v is called bispecial if it is right and left special.
Definition 2.4. A word v such that i(v) < 0 is called a weak bispecial. A
word such that i(v) > 0 is called a strong bispecial. A bispecial word v such
that i(v) = 0 is called a neutral bispecial.
2.2 Substitutions
2.2.1 Some more definitions
Definition 2.5. Let H be a substitution. The set of all prefixes and all
suffixes for all the H(a), a ∈ A, are respectively denoted by P and S.
For a substitution H, we recall that its language is denoted by LH .
Definition 2.6. Let H be a substitution. We say that the word u ∈ LH is
uni desubstituable if there exists only one way to write u = sH(v)p with
p ∈ P, s ∈ S where
1. p is a prefix of H(p̂) for some p̂,
2. s is a suffix of H(ŝ) for some ŝ,
3. ŝvp̂ is a word in LH .
We recall the following theorem
Theorem 2.7. [13] Let H be a marked, primitive, aperiodic substitution.
There exists a constant NH such that for every word w ∈ LH the word
wNH does not belong to this language.
Remark 2. Remark that NH can be computed by an algorithm.
2.2.2 Length of words in the language of a substitution
If H is a primitive substitution, the Perron Frobenius theorem shows that
the incidence matrix admits a single and simple dominating eigenvalue. We
denote it by λ. It is a positive real number. The rest of the spectrum is
strictly included into the disc D(0, λ).
Then, we emphasize that there exists a constant K such that the length
of a word Hn(v) satisfies
|Hn(v)| ≤ Kλn. (2)
Thus in all the following computations we will consider this upper bound.
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2.3 Accidents
Let K be the subshift associated to the substitution H. Let x be an element
of AN which does not belong to K, then we define and denote:
• The word w is the maximal prefix of x such that w belongs to the
language of K. Thus we have, for some D > 0, d(x,K) = D−d with
x = w . . . and w = x1 . . . xd. Let us denote δ(x) = d, and δ
n
k =
δ(σk ◦Hn(x)) for all integers k and n. Note that δ = δ00 .
• If there exists an integer b < d such that δ0b (x) > d−b and δ
0
i (x) = d−i
for i = b− 1, then we say that an accident appears at time b. The
depth of the accident is δ0b .
Remark that the word w is non-empty since every letter is in the language
of K if the substitution is primitive. Then, w is the unique word such that
x = wx′, w ∈ LH , wx
′
0 /∈ LH .
For a fixed x /∈ K, the accident times are ordered which allows to de-
fine the notion of jth accident with j ≥ 1. This is done more formally in
Definition 2.9.
Figure 1 illustrates the next lemma which appears in [3].
Lemma 2.8. Let x be an infinite word not in K. Assume that δ(x) = d and
that the first accident appears at time 0 < b ≤ d then the word xb . . . xd−1 is
a bispecial word of LH .It is called the first accident-word.
Remark 3. If A has cardinality two, then x0 . . . xd−1 is not right-special.
Moreover, and always if A has cardinality two, if x = σ(z) and there is an
accident at time 1 for z, then x0 . . . xd−1 is not left-special. 
w
y y′
y y′
x
db d′
x′
Figure 1: Accidents-dashed lines indicate infinite words in K. The accident
appears at b, the length of the accident-word is d − b and the depth of the
accident is d′.
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Definition 2.9. We define inductiveley
b1 = b = min{j ≥ 1, d(σ
jx,K) ≤ d(σj−1x,K)}
b2 = min{j ≥ 1, d(σ
j+b1x,K) ≤ d(σj+b1−1x,K)}
b3 = min{j ≥ 1, d(σ
j+b1+b2x,K) ≤ d(σj+b1+b2−1x,K)}
. . .
Set b0 = 0, and inductively Bj = b0+ · · ·+ bj . Then, the integer Bj, j ≥ 1 is
the jth accident time and dj := δ(σ
Bjx) is its depth. The word xbj . . . xdj−1−1
is called the jth accidents-word. Its length is called the length of the jth
accident.
Remark 4. By convention, the 0th accident is at time zero. 
Lemma 2.10. Consider x such that δ(x) = d. Denote by B1, B2 the times
of first and second accidents. Assume the two bispecial words defined by the
accidents do not overlap, then we have:{
δi(x) = d− i, 0 ≤ i < B1
δi(x) = d
′ −B1 − i, B1 ≤ i < B2
Proof. It is a simple application of the definition of accident. See also Figure
1 with B1 = b.
We recall that for x ∈ AN of the form x = a . . . and for a primitive, 2-full
and marked substitution H, we have set tn(x) = |H
n(a)|. Then, we set:
Definition 2.11. We denote by Bn(x) the set of j
th accidents-words with
j ≤ tn(x).
3 Proof of Theorem 1
3.1 Renormalization operator and accidents
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need to compute Rnϕ. We give here a
formula for Rnϕ(x) and explain why lim
n→+∞
Rnϕ(x) only depends on the
germ of ϕ close to K.
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3.1.1 A formula for Rnϕ
We emphasize that σ satisfies the following renormalization equation (with
respect to H)
H ◦ σ(x) = σt1(x) ◦H(x).
This equality is the key point to prove the formula that gives an expres-
sion for Rn:
Lemma 3.1. For every integer n and for every x ∈ AN we have
Rnϕ(x) =
tn(x)−1∑
i=0
ϕ ◦ σi ◦Hn(x).
Proof. We make a proof by induction:
For n = 1 it is clear. Assume the result is true for n. For all j ∈
[0 . . . t1(H(x))− 1], and for all i ∈ [0 . . . t1(x)− 1] we have:
H ◦ σi = σs(i,x) ◦H, where s(i, x) =
i∑
j=1
t1(σ
j−1(x)).
By induction hypothesis we deduce
Rn+1ϕ(x) = Rn ◦Rϕ(x) =
t1(x)−1∑
j=0
tn(x)−1∑
i=0
ϕ ◦ σj ◦H ◦ σi ◦Hn(x)
Rn+1ϕ(x) =
t1(x)−1∑
j=0
∑
i≤tn(x)−1
ϕ ◦ σs(i,x)+j ◦Hn+1(x)
=
tn+1(x)−1∑
i=0
ϕ ◦ σi(x) ◦Hn+1(x).
We used the fact that tn+1(x) = |H
n+1(a)| = |H(Hn(a))| =
tn(x)∑
i=1
t1(i). The
induction hypothesis is proved.
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3.1.2 Distance between σj(Hn(x)) and K
Lemma 3.1 shows why it is so important to know the numbers δnk (x) =
δ(σk(Hn(x))) for every x and for k ≤ tn(x) − 1. We shall see below why
accidents perturb the computation of Rn(ϕ)(x). This explains why we need
to control them.
Moreover, Rnϕ(x) involves a Birkhoff sum at point Hn(x) which changes
if n increases. Clearly, Hn(x) converges to a fixed point of H, thus goes to
K if n increases. But this convergence may be faster than what we could
expect, just knowing for how many digits x coincides with K. We give here
two examples illustrating this point:
Example. ConsiderH :
{
a→ abbaaa
b→ baaaab
. The word bbb does not belong to
the language. Nevertheless H(bbb) belongs to L as seen by the computation
of
H(aaaa) = abbaaaabbaaaabbaaaabbaaa = abH(bbb)aa
Here, for x = bbb . . . we have δ(x) = 2 and δ(H(x)) = δ10(x) ≥ 3 ∗ 6 > 2 ∗ 6.
Consider H :
{
a 7→ aaab
b 7→ abaa
. We have H(a3) = a3ba3ba3b = a2H(bb)ab,
thus bb does not belong to the language, andH is not 2-full. Nevertheless we
have H(bb) = aba3ba2, which is a factor of H(aaa). Now let x = bσ3H∞(a),
then we obtain x = bba3ba3baba5ba3b . . . Remark that δ(x) = 1. Moreover
H(x) = aba3ba5b . . . , thus we obtain δ10(x) = 7.
3.1.3 Necessity of 2-full hypothesis and germ of a potential close
to K
We can now explain why knowing the germ close to K is sufficient to de-
termine lim
n→+∞
Rnϕ(x). Note that H is 2-full which means that for every x,
δ(x) ≥ 2. Set x = ab . . ., it follows that δn0 (x) is bigger than tn(a) + tn(b),
and then for every k ≤ tn(a)− 1
δkn(x) ≥ tn(b) + tn(a)− k. (3)
Remember that tn(b) is bounded by c.λ
n with c > 0. This computa-
tion shows that among all the points σk(Hn(x)), the farthest from K is
at distance at most D−tn(b)−1 ∼ D−λ
n
. It thus makes sense to replace
V (σk(Hn(x))) by g(σk(Hn(x)))/(δnk (x))
α.
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Counter-example On the contrary, consider the following substitution
H =
{
a→ abba
b→ bab
This substitution is primitive, marked but is not 2-full since aa does not
belong to the language.
Then consider x = aa . . . we have δ(x) = 1. Therefore, Hn(x) =
Hn(a)Hn(a) . . . . Note that Hn(a) finishes and starts with a and then
Hn(a)Hn(a) contains the word aa in its middle. Furthermore, any suffix
of Hn(a) is in the language but no suffix of Hn(a)a belongs to the language.
Therefore, for any i ≤ n δni (x) = |H
n(a)| − i. We will see at the end of the
paper that Rn(ϕ)(x) does not converge. This shows that knowing the germ
close to K is not sufficient to determine the limit for Rn(ϕ)(x).
3.2 Bispecial words for marked substitutions
As we have seen above, it is important to detect accidents. We also pointed
out that accidents are related to occurrences of bispecial words in the lan-
guage. It is therefore of prime importance to study these bispecial words.
We prove here a strong version of Theorem 2.7 in Theorem 3.4. This allows
us to get a complete description of the set of bispecial words (see Proposition
3.5).
Lemma 3.2. Assume that H is a marked substitution. If z = H(x) =
SH(y) is an infinite word where S a finite word in A∗ which is a strict
suffix of the image of a letter by H. Then either S is empty and x = y or
the word z is ultimately periodic.
Proof. If S is the empty word, then the left marking proves the result. If
not, then let us denote by t the length of S. Denote x = x1x2 . . . . The
infinite word H(x) can be cut by construction into words corresponding to
the images of the letters by H, i.e H(x) = H(x1)H(x2) . . . . Let us do the
same thing for H(y). Since H is left marked, the first letters of the image
are in bijection with the alphabet, thus we can assume that H(xi) begins
with xi for every integer. We denote by t
′ = ||H(x1)| − t|, see Fig. 2.
First of all assume that t+ |H(y1)| = |H(x1)| + |H(x2)|. Then we have
SH(y1) = H(x1x2), the hypothesis of right marking allows us to deduce
y1 = x2 and S = H(x1) which is impossible.
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tt′
H(x1) H(x2)
H(y1) H(y2)
Figure 2: σtH(x) = H(y)
Thus we can define a function ψ on A2×[0 . . .max |H(a)|] by the formula
A2 × [0 . . .max |H(a)|] → A2 × [0 . . .max |H(a)|]
(x1, y1, t) 7→ ψ(x1, y1, t) =
{
(x2, y1, t
′) t < |H(x1)|
(y1, x2, t
′) t > |H(x1)|
This function is defined on a finite set and can be iterated by the previous
argument, thus ψ is ultimately periodic. This implies that the word z is
ultimately periodic by the pigeonhole principle.
From Lemma 3.2 we deduce a very important result. If x belongs to
AN \K, then so does H(x):
Corollary 3.3. Consider a marked substitution H. For each word x = wx′
with w ∈ LH and wx
′
0 /∈ LH , for every integer s there exists m < ∞ such
that δ[Hs(x)] = m
Proof. The proof is by contradiction and by induction. Assume H(x) ∈ K
thus it can be written SH(y) with y ∈ K. Then we apply Lemma 3.2. If
S = ǫ (the empty word) then, x = y and it is a contradiction with our
assumption. If S 6= ǫ, then y is ultimately periodic which is in contradiction
with Theorem 2.7. This shows
x /∈ K =⇒ H(x) /∈ K.
Then, the result follows by induction.
Theorem 3.4. Consider a primitive, aperiodic and marked substitution.
There exists l(H) > 0 such that for every z ∈ LH with |z| > l(H) there
exists a unique decomposition z = SH(x)P with (S,P ) ∈ S × P, S is a
suffix of H(s), P is a prefix of H(p) and sxp ∈ LH .
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Proof. The existence of the decomposition is clear becauseK = {σn(v), n ∈ N}
where v is any fixed point for H. Now assume we have two decompositions
SH(x)P = S′H(y)P ′.
We will apply an effective version of the proof of Lemma 3.2. Let us
denote s = maxa |H(a)|. The same proof can be applied, it suffices to
remark that the period and the pre-period are bounded by the cardinality
D of the finite alphabet A. Consider the minimum p0 of the integers p such
that (D2s)p + sD2 > NH . The proof is done with l(H) = (D
2s)p0 + sD2.
We deduce S = S′, then the same argument shows that P = P ′.
Remark 5. We emphasize that Theorem 3.4 is false without the marked
assumption. Consider H :
{
a→ aba
b→ ab
which is not marked. Note that
both aa and ab belong to the language. We thus claim that there ex-
ists a sequence of right special words with length going to infinity. Let
u be a right-special word with length as big as wanted. Then we have
H(ua) = H(u)H(a) = H(u)aba = H(u)H(b)a = H(ub)a. This contradicts
uniqueness of the decomposition H(ua). 
Proposition 3.5. Let H be a primitive, aperiodic and marked substitution.
Let Wb be the set of bispecial words of length less than l(H). Then every
bispecial word can be written as Hn(v) with v ∈ Wb and n some integer.
Proof. Consider a bispecial word u. By Theorem 3.4 we can write u =
SH(v)P where v has maximal length, v, S and P are unique.
We claim that S is empty. Indeed, since u is a bispecial word, there exist
two letters such that au and bu belong to the language. If S is non-empty,
then aS, bS are the suffixes with the same length of H(c) where c is a letter
(unique by assumption on H). We deduce a = b, which is impossible. The
same argument applies for P .
Now we prove that v is a bispecial word. If aH(v) belongs to the language
LH , the properties ofH show that it is the suffix of a unique wordH(c)H(v).
The same argument works for bH(v) the other left extension of H(v). The
two left extensions of v are different by assumption on H. By the same
argument v is right special. The proof finishes by an iteration of this process.
We recall that λ is the dominating eigenvalue for the incidence matrix
of H. Then Proposition 3.5 yields:
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Corollary 3.6. There exist 0 < θ < λ and a finite set of positive numbers c,
such that the lengths of the bispecial words of LH are of the form cλ
n+O(θn),
n ∈ N.
Note that the numbers c are the lengths of the words in Wb.
3.3 Crucial Proposition
By Lemma 3.1, we have a formula for Rn(ϕ)(x). To study the convergence
of this term we need to get good estimates for δni (x) for i < tn(x) and for any
x /∈ K (see also the discussion after Lemma 3.1). We have an easy bound
from above :
δni (x) ≥ δ
n
0 (x)− i,
but we need a sharper estimate. For that purpose, we need to know the
accident words Bn(x) (recall 2.11). The following main proposition shows
how accidents occur.
Proposition 3.7. Let H be a 2-full, marked, aperiodic and primitive substi-
tution. Let x /∈ K and p be such that δ00(x) = p. Set x = w1. . . . wpxp+1 . . . /∈
K and let k be such that |Hk(w2 . . . wp)| ≥ l(H). Then
Bn(x) = H
n−k(Bk(x)) for n ≥ k.
Proof. Note that x = wxp+1 . . . and w ∈ LH . Let us write H
k(x) =
e1 . . . emkemk+1 . . . with mk = δ
k
0 (x). Corollary 3.3 shows that mk is finite.
• First we prove δn0 (x) = |H
n−k(e1 . . . emk)|. Note that we have the re-
lation Hn(x) = Hn−kHk(w1 . . . wp . . . ) = H
n−k(e1 . . . emkemk+1 . . . ),
which shows that δn0 (x) is bigger than |H
n−k(e1 . . . emk)| because e1 . . . emk
belongs to LH . Actually, the proof is also done by induction on n ≥ k.
Assume by contradiction that δk+10 (x) is strictly bigger than the num-
ber |H(e1 . . . emk)|. This means that there exists a letter a such that
H(e1 . . . emk)a ∈ LH . Note that |H(e1 . . . emk)| > |H
k(w2 . . . wp)| ≥
l(H), we can thus apply Theorem 3.4 to the word H(e1 . . . emk)a. By
the left marking of H we deduce that e1 . . . emke ∈ LH with letter e
such that H(e) begins with a, as H(emk+1). This is a contradiction
with the definition of mk. We then iterate this argument, noting that
|Hj(e1 . . . emk)| increases in j and is thus bigger than l(H).
• Now consider the time of the first accident of Hk(x) and denote it by
j1. We argue by contradiction and prove that H
n(x) cannot have an
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accident for i < |Hn−k(e1 . . . ej1)|. By definition we have j1 < tk(x) ≤
mk and δ
k
j1
(x) > mk − j1 whereas δ
k
j1−1
(x) = mk − j1 + 1.
Pick 0 < i < |Hn−k(e1 . . . ej1)| and assume that δ
n
i (x) > δ
n
0 (x)− i. We
have Hn(x) = Hn−k(e1)H
n−k(e2) . . . . Let us introduce l the smallest
integer such that i < |Hn−k(e1 . . . el)|. A prefix of σ
iHn(x) can be
written SHn−k(el+1 . . . emk)a ∈ LH with S suffix of H
n−k(el) and
a ∈ A. Note that l ≤ j1 < tk(x), which yields that H
n(w2 . . . wp) =
Hn−k(Hk(w2 . . . wp)) is a factor of H
n−k(el+1 . . . emk). We can thus
apply Theorem 3.4 and by the right marking of Hk, we obtain a word
suffix of el . . . emke ∈ LH . This means that H
k(x) has an accident at
time l − 1 < j1 and this is a contradiction with the definition of j1.
Finally we have proven
δni (x) = δ
n
0 (x)− i, 0 ≤ i ≤ |H
n−k(e1 . . . ej1)| − 1.
• By definition of an accident we know that ej1 . . . emke ∈ LH for some
letter e. Then by application of Hn−k we deduce that there exists some
letter a such that Hn−k(ej1 . . . emk)a ∈ LH . Thus the first accident of
Hn appears at time |Hn−k(e1 . . . ej1)|. The same reasoning shows that
the accident-word is the image by Hn−k of the first accident-word of
Hk.
• Let us denote by j2 the time of the second accident of H
k(x). Note
that Hn(w2 . . . wp) has length bigger than l(H) and is still a factor of
Hn−k(ej2 . . . emk) because j2 < tk(x). Note also that σ
j1(Hk(x)) coin-
cides with a word of K for at least mk − j1 + 1 digits. In other words,
Hn−k(ej1 . . . emkemk+1) is a suffix of the coincidence of σ
j1(Hn(x)) co-
incides with K. This suffix contains Hn−k(ej2 . . . emk), thus it also
contains Hn(w2 . . . wp). We can thus repeat the same process to j2
and more generally to each accident of Hk(x).
Corollary 3.8. Denote the times of accidents of Hk(x) by j1, j2, . . . js, and
their depths by ∆j1 , . . . ,∆js. We have:
• The accidents of Hn(x) appear at times ti,n−k := λ
n−kji+O(θ
n−k), i ≤
s.
• Their depths are equal to ∆i,n−k := λ
n−k∆ji +O(θ
n−k), i ≤ s.
where 0 < θ < λ.
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Proof. This a a direct corollary of the previous proposition and Corollary
3.6. Note that ∆i,0 = ∆ji .
3.4 Proof of Theorem 1
3.4.1 Preliminary lemma
Lemma 3.9. Let a, λ be some positive real numbers and f a Lipschitz func-
tion defined on a neighborhood of [0, a]. Let φ : N → R be a real sequence
such that |φ(n)| ≤ Cθn with C > 0 and 0 < θ < λ. We have
lim
n→+∞
1
λn
[aλn]∑
k=0
f
(
k + φ(n)
λn
)
=
∫ a
0
f(x)dx.
Proof. Let us denote Sn the sum and K the Lipschitz constant of the func-
tion f . We obtain∣∣∣∣∣∣Sn − 1λn
[aλn]∑
k=0
f
(
k
λn
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1λn
[aλn]∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣f (k + φ(n)λn
)
− f(
k
λn
)
∣∣∣∣
≤
1
λn
aλn.K.
|φ(n)|
λn
≤ Ka
|φ(n)|
λn
.
The upper bound converges to zero as n goes to infinity. The term 1
λn
aλn∑
k=0
f
(
k
λn
)
is a Riemann sum, thus we deduce the result.
Remark 6. The same type of proof works if f is an uniformly continuous
function. It also holds if the sum is done up to aλn + o(λn) instead of aλn.

3.4.2 Computation of lim
m→+∞
Rmϕ: the case g ≡ 1
We want to compute lim
m→+∞
Rm(ϕ). By Lemma 3.1 we have
Rmϕ(x) =
tm(x)−1∑
i=0
ϕ ◦ σi ◦Hm(x).
The potential ϕ has the following form ϕ(x) = 1
pα
+ o( 1
pα
).
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• First of all consider the case α = 1. Since ϕ(x) = 1
p
+ o(1
p
) if δ(x) = p,
we obtain
Rmϕ(x) =
tm(x)−1∑
j=0
1
δmj (x)
+ o(
1
δmj
).
We emphasize that the term o(. . .) is actually a negligible term with respect
to the first summand. Therefore, it does not influence the limit for Rmϕ(x)
and we shall forget it in the rest of our proof.
We pick some x /∈ K and reemploy notations from Corollary 3.8. Let
p = δ(x) and k be such that |Hk(x2 . . . xp)| > l(H). Let j1, j2, . . . js be the
times of accidents of Hk(x), ∆ji their corresponding depths. The accidents
of Hm(x) appear at times ti,m−k := λ
m−kji+O(θ
m−k) with depths ∆i,m−k =
λm−k∆ji +O(θ
m−k).
Moreover, by Lemma 2.10
δmj (x) = ∆i,m−k − (j − ti,m−k) ti,m−k ≤ j < ti+1,m−k
holds.
We split the sum
∑tm(x)−1
j=0 into the sums
∑ti+1,m−k−1
j=ti,m−k
with the conven-
tion t0,m−k = 0 and ts+1,m−k = tm(x). To make notations consistent we also
set j0 = 0, ∆0 = δ
k
0 (x) and js+1 = tk(x)− 1. Then we have
Rmϕ(x) =
t1,m−k−1∑
l=0
1
∆0,m−k − l
+
t2,m−k−1∑
l=t1,m−k
1
∆1,m−k − l + t1,m−k
+ · · ·+
tm(x)−1∑
l=ts,m−m
1
∆s,m−k − l + ts,m−k
+ o(. . .)
=
s∑
i=0
ti+1,m−k−ti,m−k−1∑
l=0
1
∆jiλ
m−k − l + φi(m− k)
=
s∑
i=0
(ji+1−ji)λ
m−k+φ′i(m−k)∑
l=0
1
∆jiλ
m−k − l + φi(m− k)
,
where φi(m − k) and φ
′
i(m − k) are in O(θ
m−k) with 0 < θ < λ. The
computation of the sums is made with Lemma 3.9. We finally obtain
U(x) = lim
+∞
Rmϕ(x) =
s∑
i=0
log
(
∆ji
∆ji − (ji+1 − ji)
)
.
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Note that this last quantity only depends on how close Hk(x) is to K. This
shows that U is continuous.
• It remains to consider the cases α 6= 1. The proof is simpler and is
based on convergence of Riemann sums. In all the cases, the renormalization
term to get a Riemann sum is λ−α(m−k) and the sums have λm−k summands.
For α > 1, the renormalization term is too heavy and the sum goes to 0.
For α < 1 the renormalization term is too light and the sum goes to +∞.
We left the exact computations to the reader and refer to [3, 4] for similar
computations.
3.4.3 Limit for Rmϕ(x). The general case
We consider ϕ of the form ϕ(x) = g(x)
pα
+ o( 1
pα
) if δ(x) = p and with g a
positive and continuous function. First, we emphasize that continuity and
positiveness for g imply that g is bounded from above and from below away
from zero. Therefore, the proof for α 6= 1 is the same. We can thus focus
on α = 1.
In that case we need to compute
Rmϕ(x) =
tm(x)−1∑
j=0
g ◦ σj(Hm(x))
δmj (x)
+ o(. . .).
There are two main arguments to deal with these extra terms. First, we
show that the terms g◦σj(Hn(x)) can be exchanged by terms g◦σk(Hn(yk,j))
with yk,j ∈ K. Then, we use a technical lemma to show the convergence to
the desired quantity.
Replacing g◦σj(Hn(x)). We reemploy notations from above. Let j1, . . . js
the times of accidents for Hk(x), We also set j0 = 0 and js+1 = tk(x) − 1.
We have defined ti,m−k and ∆i,m−k.
There exist points y0, . . . , ys inK such that d(σji(Hk(x)), yi) = d(σji(Hk(x)),K).
In other words, the yi’s are points in K and coincide with σji(Hk(x)) for
exactly δkji(x)-digits.
Now, we refer the reader to Figure 3.4.3 for the next discussion. We
claim that Proposition 3.7 implies that for every m ≥ k, for every ti,m−k ≤
j < ti+1,m−k
δmj (x) = d(σ
j(Hm(x)),K) = d(σj(Hm(x)),Hm−k(yi)). (4)
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As H is 2-full, for every i, δkji(x) ≥ ji+1 − ji + 1 (otherwise ji+1 − 1 would
be an accident) and then for 0 ≤ j ≤ ti+1,m−k − ti,m−k
d(σti,m−k+j(Hm(x)), σj(Hm−k(yi))) = D−∆i,m−k+j ≤ D−λ
m−k+O(θm−k).
(5)
yi+1yi
yi
Hk(x)
ji ji+1
∆i
at least one digit
Hm−k(yi)
Hm−k(yi)
Hm(x)
ti,m−k ti+1,m−k
∆i,m−k
≥ λm−k digits
Hm−k Hm−k Hm−k
Figure 3: Hm−k renormalization
This shows that replacing σj(Hm(x)) by σj−ti,m−k(Hm−k(yi)) for ti,m−k ≤
j < ti+1,m−k just add an error in o(D
−λm−k) and thus does not influence the
limit. Then we have
Rmϕ(x) =
tm(x)−1∑
j=0
g ◦ σj(Hm(x))
δmj (x)
+ o(. . .)
=
s∑
i=0
ti+1,m−k−ti,m−k−1∑
l=0
g ◦ σl ◦ σti,m−kHm(x)
∆i,m−k − l
+ o(. . .)
=
s∑
i=0
ti+1,m−k−ti,m−k−1∑
l=0
g ◦ σlHm−k(yi)
∆i,m−k − l
+ o(. . .).
Lemma 3.10. Let (X,σ) be an uniquely ergodic subshift. Let f be a con-
tinuous integrable function on (0, 1), let g : X → R be a continuous function
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on X. Then we have uniformly in x ∈ X:
lim
+∞
1
n
n∑
k=0
f(
k
n
)g(σkx) =
∫ 1
0
f(x)dx
∫
X
gdµ.
Proof. Let us define ak = f(
k
n
) and the Birkhoff sum Sn(x) =
n−1∑
k=0
g(σkx)
with S0 = 0. Finally denote Xn =
1
n
n∑
k=0
f(
k
n
)g(σkx). We have
Xn =
1
n
n∑
k=0
ak(Sk+1(x)− Sk(x)) =
1
n
[
n+1∑
k=1
ak−1Sk(x)−
n∑
k=0
akSk(x)]
Xn =
1
n
n∑
k=1
(ak−1 − ak)Sk(x) +
anSn+1(x)− a0S0
n
Now by unique ergodicity we have lim
n→+∞
Sn(x)
n
=
∫
X
g(x)dµ uniformly
in x. Thus for all ε > 0, there exists N such that for n ≥ N we have
Sn(x) = n
∫
X
gdµ + nε(n) with ε(n) ≤ ε.
First of all assume f ∈ C1([0, 1]).
Xn =
1
n
n∑
k=1
(ak−1 − ak)Sk(x) +
anSn+1(x)− a0S0
n
Xn =
1
n
n∑
k=1
(ak−1 − ak)(k
∫
X
gdµ + kε(k)) +
anSn+1(x)− a0S0
n
Xn =
1
n
n−1∑
k=1
ak
∫
X
gdµ−
a0 + nan
n
∫
X
gdµ+
1
n
n∑
k=1
(ak−1−ak)kε(k)+
anSn+1(x)− a0S0
n
Xn =
1
n
n−1∑
k=1
ak
∫
X
gdµ+
1
n
n∑
k=1
(ak−1−ak)kε(k)+an(
Sn+1(x)
n
−
∫
X
gdµ)−
a0S0
n
−
a0
n
Then there exists ck ∈ [
k−1
n
, k
n
] such that ak − ak−1 =
f ′(ck)
n
. Now by
property of f , there exists ck such that ak − ak−1 =
f ′(ck)
n
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Xn =
1
n
n−1∑
k=1
ak
∫
X
gdµ+
1
n2
n∑
k=1
f ′(ck)kε(k)+an(
Sn+1(x)
n
−
∫
X
gdµ)−
a0S0
n
−
a0
n
We deduce there exists a constant C > 0 such that
|
1
n2
n∑
k=1
f ′(ck)kε(k)| ≤
1
n2
N∑
k=1
Ckε(k) +
n2 −N
n2
ε ≤ Cε
Thus Xn converges to
∫ 1
0 f(t)dt
∫
X
gdµ uniformly in x.
Now if f is only a continuous function, it is a uniform limit of C1 func-
tions. We apply the previous proof.
Corollary 3.11. We consider ϕ of the form ϕ(x) = g(x)
pα
+o( 1
pα
) if δ(x) = p
and with g a positive and continuous function. Then we have
lim
+∞
Rmϕ(x) =
∫
K
gdµ.
s∑
i=0
log
(
∆ji
∆ji − (ji+1 − ji)
)
.
Proof. We apply the previous lemma to Hn(x), which is possible due to the
uniform convergence, and use the computation in the case g ≡ 1.
3.4.4 Back to 2-full assumption
We gave an example above (see page 12) where the substitution is not 2-full.
We can now complete this example and check that for any m,
Rmϕ(x) =
|Hm(a)|−1∑
k=1
1
k
which diverges.
We emphasize that the 2-full assumption is important to guaranty some
fast convergence to K iterating Hm and taking the images by σj. For in-
stance, we used the assumption in the previous proof to check that ∆i−ji+1
is positive, which is a crucial point to exchange the σj(Hm(x)) by the
σj(Hm−k(yi)).
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4 The Thue-Morse substitution: example with ex-
plicit computations
Consider the Thue-Morse substitution H :
{
0 7→ 01
1 7→ 10
For this example we rephrase the proof of Theorem 1 and give an explicit
form for the potential U .
Theorem 4.1. For the Thue-Morse substitution there exists a unique func-
tion U such that for all x ∈ AN we have U(x) = lim
m
Rmϕ(x) for all potential
ϕ : AN → R such that ϕ(x) = 1
p
+ o(1
p
) if d(x,K) = 2−p. Moreover if we
denote p = δ(x) we obtain
U(x) =
{
ln( p
p−1) p ≥ 3
1
2 ln (
4
3 ) p = 2
4.1 Technical lemmas
Lemma 4.2. The Thue-Morse substitution and its language L fulfill:
• The fixed point which begins by 0 can be written
u = 01.10.10.01.10.01.01.10.10.01.01 . . .
• The language contains the words

0, 1
00, 01, 10, 11
001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110
• H is 2-full and marked.
• The non uniquely desubstituable words of L are 010, 101, 0101, 1010.
• Every word of length at least 5 in L is uniquely desubstituable inside
the language.
Proof. We refer to [16] and [5] for these classical results.
Let x be an infinite word outside K which begins by a word w of the lan-
guage. We can always assume that x = w1 . . . We denote x = w1 . . . wp1 . . .
where p = δ(x) ≥ 2. We obtain
Hn(x) = Hn(w1) . . . H
n(wp)H
n(1) . . .
Let us consider different cases:
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First case: p ≥ 3
Proposition 4.3. For all infinite word x with δ(x) ≥ 3 we have
δ(σk ◦Hn(x)) = p2n − k,
for all k ∈ [0, 2n − 1].
Proof. •We begin by the case k = 0: The substitution has constant length,
thus the length of Hn(w) is equal to p2n, thus we have δ0 ≥ p2
n. Remark
that Hn(x) = Hn−1(H(w))Hn(1) . . . , The word H(w) belongs to L and its
length is equal to 2p > 4. Assume δ0 > p2
n, then H(w)1 ∈ L by Lemma 4.2.
We deduce w1 ∈ L: this yields a contradiction. Thus we have δn0 = p2
n.
• Assume 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n−1 − 1. Let us denote H(w) = u1 . . . u2p. We have
σk(Hn(x)) = σkHn−1(u1).H
n−1(u2 . . . u2p)H
n−1(1) . . .
First of all remark that σk(Hn(x)) begins with a strict suffix of Hn−1(u1).
We know that δ(σk(Hn(x)) ≥ p2n − k.
Assume that the word σkHn−1(u1).H
n−1(u1 . . . u2p)1 belongs to L. We
apply Lemma 4.2 with the remark that the word σkHn−1(u1) is non empty
and that p ≥ 3, thus we have 2p− 1 ≥ 5. We deduce that w1 belongs to the
language: contradiction. Thus we obtain δnk = p2
n − k.
• Now assume k = 2n−1 + l with 0 ≤ l < 2n−1, then we have
σkHn(x) = σl(Hn−1(u2)).H
n−1(u3 . . . u2p)H
n−1(10) . . .
The shift acts at most on the image of u2. We know δ
n
k ≥ p2
n − k, and
|u3 . . . u2p| = 2p − 2 > 3. The same argument goes on: If H
n−1(u2 . . . u2p)1
belongs to L, the same is true for u2u3 . . . u2p1. It is equal to u2H(w2 . . . wp)1,
by Lemma 4.2 since 2p−1 ≥ 3. Thus it is the unique suffixe ofH(w1w2 . . . wp)1:
contradiction. We deduce that δnk = p2
n − k.
Second case: p < 3 First of all the case p = 1 is impossible, because the
substitution is 2-full. By Lemma 4.2 the word w is not right special thus
it is equal either to 11 or to 00. The word 001 belongs to L, thus the only
possibility is w = 11 (and 111 /∈ L).
Proposition 4.4. Let x be an infinite word with δ(x) ≤ 2, we obtain
δ(σk ◦Hn(x)) =
{
2.2n − k k < 2n−1
2n+1 − l k = 2n−1 + l, 0 ≤ l ≤ 2n−1 − 1
.
Thus there is an accident.
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Proof. The argument before the proof shows that x = 111 . . .
• First assume k = 0. We have
Hn(x) = Hn(1)Hn(1)Hn(1) . . .
= Hn−1(1010)Hn−1(10) . . .
Remark that δn0 ≥ 2.2
n. Assume that Hn(11)1 belongs to L. The word
1010 has length 4, we apply Lemma 4.2, we deduce that 10101 belongs to L.
Since 10101 = H(11)1 we deduce that 111 belongs also to L: contradiction.
We have proved δn0 = 2.2
n = 2n+1.
• Now assume 1 ≤ k < 2n−1, then we have
σkHn(x) = σk(Hn−1(1010))Hn(1) . . .
σkHn(x) = σk[Hn−1(1)]Hn−1(010)Hn(1) . . .
We prove by contradiction that δnk = 2
n+1−k. Since k < 2n−1 the last letter
of Hn−1(1) is not shifted by σ: we denote it a. The word aHn−1(010)1
belongs to the language. Once again we apply Lemma 4.2, we deduce
a′0101 ∈ L: contradiction whatever the value of a is.
• Now assume k = 2n−1. We obtain
σkHn(x) = Hn−1(010)1..
The word 0101 belongs to the language, thus we obtain δn2n−1 ≥ 2
n+1. There
is an accident. Assume δn2n−1 > 2
n+1. This implies that Hn−1(0101)0 also
belongs to L, and the same for 01010: contradiction since 01010 = H(00)0 =
0H(11). Thus we have δn2n−1 = 2
n+1.
•The last case is identical and left to the reader: For k = 2n−1 + l, we
obtain δnk = 2
n+1 − l.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Consider ϕ(x) = 1
p
+ o(1/p) with d(x,K) = 2−p.
• If p ≤ 2 the last proposition shows:
Rnϕ(x) = 2
2n−1−1∑
k=0
1
2.2n − k
=
1
2n−2
2n−1−1∑
k=0
1
4− k/2n−1
It converges to 12
∫ 1
0
dx
4−x =
1
2 ln (
4
3 ).
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• If p ≥ 3, then we deduce
Rnϕ(x) =
2n−1∑
k=0
1
p.2n − k
=
1
2n
2n−1∑
k=0
1
p− k/2n
It converges to ln( p
p−1).
Finally, with the notation p = δ(x), the limit is equal to:
U(x) =
{
ln( p
p−1) p ≥ 3
1
2 ln (
4
3 ) p = 2
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